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434 Change of Plan 

For the next few days, the couple spent a lot of time together. 

Fang Su Jin would hang around in her hotel room, spending her time drawing and painting while waiting 

for Zhang Yi Hai to finish his classes. 

Then, in the afternoon, the two of them would go out together to visit a few places for their date. Zhang 

Yi Hai would only send Fang Su Jin back to her hotel before midnight. 

The two of them were inseparable. 

After spending almost a week as a couple, Fang Su Jin began to accept that she was now dating Zhang Yi 

Hai. Although the young man liked to tease her a lot, Fang Su Jin thought that Zhang Yi Hai could be 

lovable as well. 

Anyway, each time that they were together, each time that she looked at him, her heart would beat 

faster and louder. It was enough for her to know that she really liked him. 

Time passed by and soon, the art exhibition would end. Then, Fang Su Jin will have to return to Y City 

again. 

Thinking of this made them both a little reluctant. However, none of them had mentioned her leaving. 

They chose to spend their time together while they still can. 

On Fang Su Jin’s last day in Capital City, Zhang Yi Hai did not have any classes. Because of that, Zhang Yi 

Hai had already made a plan to spend all day with his girlfriend. He made a little research on the internet 

and found a few places suitable for them to visit as a couple. 

..... 

The two of them planned to meet for breakfast and spend their time going out. 

Zhang Yi Hai woke up early in the morning and was preparing himself to go out and pick up his girlfriend 

at the hotel when his phone on the table started to ring. 

Hearing the special ringtone made him smile. Zhang Yi Hai glanced at the caller ID and chuckled upon 

seeing his girlfriend’s name and photo. 

He picked up the call and spoke, “Su Jin?” 

His voice could still make her a little anxious. Fang Su Jin held her phone tighter as she swept her glance 

around the room. “Yi Hai.” 

Zhang Yi Hai was about to tease his girlfriend when he heard her next sentence. 

“Yi Hai, there has been a change of plan.” 

The smile on his face gradually disappeared. “What happened?” 



Fang Su Jin heaved a breath. “My parents are in Capital City to visit the art exhibition. I have to 

accompany them.” 

Zhang Yi Hai could not hide his disappointment. Fortunately, Fang Su Jin was not in front of him. 

Otherwise, she too would be surprised to see the change in his expression. 

“I’m sorry.” Fang Su Jin’s voice went lower. “I can’t accompany you today.” 

It would be a lie to say that Fang Su Jin was not disappointed. They already made their plans and Fang Su 

Jin too was looking forward to seeing where would Zhang Yi Hai took her on a date. 

However, she cannot tell her parents that she already made her plan to go on a date with Zhang Yi Hai. 

Although her mother had urged her to find herself a boyfriend, Fang Su Jin did not dare to introduce 

Zhang Yi Hai to her family as her boyfriend yet. 

Their relationship was too young and she still did not know how would her parents take the news. 

Especially as she was slightly older than Zhang Yi Hai. 

Fang Su Jin planned to date Zhang Yi Hai for a while and see where will this relationship take them. She 

wanted to see if they would last until Zhang Yi Hai graduated. Only then would she gather her courage 

to break the news to everyone. 

Zhang Yi Hai inhaled a deep breath to calm down. He tried to suppress his disappointment and spoke, 

“It’s alright. It was not easy for your parents to come to Capital City and attend your exhibition. Su Jin, 

you should spend more time with them.” 

Fang Su Jin’s parents have always been supportive. When she told them that she wanted to pursue art, 

her parents never stopped her. 

However, her father was always busy with his work. It was not easy for her parents to come to Capital 

City and visit her exhibition. 

Therefore, Fang Su Jin should want to spend her time with her parents as well. 

The corner of Fang Su Jin’s lips tilted into a smile. “Zhang Yi Hai, you are so nice.” Her boyfriend was 

being considerate. How can she not fall for him again? 

“Just remember to text me where you are,” Zhang Yi Hai said. “Then, I won’t have to worry about you.” 

“Un. I know.” 

“Remember to think of me when you can.” 

Fang Su Jin giggled at his words. “Un. I’ll try.” 

Zhang Yi Hai heaved another sigh. He wondered if Fang Su Jin had noticed it, but her voice sounded a 

little coquettish and it was making him miss her a little more. 

He really wanted to see her... 

“Tell me when you returned to the hotel,” Zhang Yi Hai said. “If it’s not too late, I will look for you.” 



Even if they only spend a brief time in the hotel lobby, he would not mind it. All he wanted to do was to 

look at Fang Su Jin’s face. Otherwise, he would not be at ease. 

“Un. I know.” Fang Su Jin nodded again. She then recalled another matter and started to hesitate. 

“Zhang Yi Hai?” 

“Hmm?” 

“There’s something else I have to tell you.” 

Hearing her tone of voice gave him a bad feeling. Whatever she was going to tell him next would be 

something that he did not like to hear, wouldn’t it? “What is it?” 

“That...” Fang Su Jin pursed her lips. “Tomorrow, I’m going to return to Y City with my parents. They 

already bought the tickets to return with me.” 

Zhang Yi Hai stayed quiet for a long time. 

He already knew what it meant. 

Initially, he was planning to send Fang Su Jin to the airport and bid her goodbye. But with her parents 

around, it would be difficult for him to see her again before she headed back to Y City. 

 


